
 Hindon Surgery  
Helping us to help you - Hospitals 

 
About 10% of the work of a GP practice is sorting out work created by hospitals that 

they should be doing but don’t.  There was a new hospital contract in 2016 to stop this 

transfer of work and we need your help to try to reduce the time we spend doing 

hospital work.  If you have had recent hospital care: 

 

If you need time off work or a phased return please ask the hospital to provide the “fit 

note”.  They should never tell you to see your GP to do this (wasting your time as well as 

adding to the pressure on GP appointments). 

 

If you need medication when discharged please get it from the hospital.  We often get 

requests to dispense a hospital prescription – many can only be provided by the hospital 

dispensary and the rest need to go to a community pharmacy.  If you bring a hospital 

prescription to us we will give it back for you to take to a community pharmacy (or to go 

back to the hospital you have just left to get it dispensed).  

 

If you have had a test ordered by the hospital they must tell you the result and they 

should not tell you to see your GP in a few days.  They rarely send us the result; we may 

not be able to interpret it; it is against the guidance from the GMC for good clinical 

practice and also breaks their 2016 contract.  We will ask you to contact the hospital 

directly if see us to get the results of a hospital ordered test.  

 

If you have just been seen please give us a chance to get the letter before requesting 

something that has been recommended.  We almost never do anything until we have 

this letter to avoid making errors or duplicating actions already in place.  

 

If you have been discharged and need a GP or nurse follow up please contact as soon as 

possible; waiting for the day (e.g. to have stitches removed) may mean we have no free 

appointments left.  If you have clips please make sure you are given clip removers to 

give to the nurse – we don’t have our own and the hospital should provide these as part 

of the service they provide. 

 

Finally – there are an increasing number of drugs we cannot prescribe or referrals we 

cannot make.  Keeping up with these restrictions and the increasingly common drug 

shortages is difficult for us and the hospital staff. This may mean they tell you their GP 

will do something that he cannot do.  This can be upsetting and not what we want but 

this is how the NHS manages increasing demand with finite resources.  One way of using 

these resources better is having your help to reduce waste and encourage more efficient 

practice.  

 

 

Dr Patrick Craig-McFeely 


